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Background
It is extremely difficult to find commercially available wood in desirable 

dimensions. In order to achieve these dimensions, various material 

removal techniques can be used. Reducing the thickness of a sheet of 

wood is extremely difficult and is mostly done with expensive industrial 

planers. The goal of this project is to create a device that can reduce the 

thickness of wood easily and economically with a budget of $300. 

Project Requirements
• Hold workpiece up to 12in x 16in

• Reduce thickness to range of 0.25in-0.050in with precision of 0.002in

• Use a 110v-120V power supply

• Account for debris removal and keep workpiece clean enough for work

• Insure safety by meeting any related codes and standards 

DESIGN

Key Design Components:
• Frame: T-Slot aluminum extrusions

• Worksurface: 16 gauge steel sheet metal

• Linear Motion: Delrin acetal wheels with nylon bushings and 

aluminum brackets

• Adjustment: Corner brackets and a scissor jack support the 

worksurface and can be moved to adjust the material removed.

Use:
• Wood sheet is secured with double sided tape

• Worksurface moves such that the distance between worksurface and 

sander is the desired final thickness

• Operator moves the sander over the surface until no more material is 

being removed.

TESTING & RESULTS

Since our tool was not fully constructed, we were not able to perform planned checks and tests. In lieu of 

empirical data, we listed the checks and test that we intended to perform. The functionality check simply 

checks that the tool is operational and meets the specifications like size. The accuracy and precision test is used 

to pinpoint ‘trouble spots’ on the tool’s cutting surface so that adjusts can be made to counteract that. 

Functionality Checks

• Wood piece fits in tool

• Linear motion mechanism operates smoothly

• Debris is removed effectively

CONCLUSIONS
The final cost of the tool came to $291.06. This was less than

the budget of $300 set forward by the school At the PDR

phase, this project was expected to go over budget, but some

design revisions made an under budget product possible.

We recommendation a few changes to the device beyond the

scope of the current work. First, future iterations of this design

should include support for the middle of the worksurface.

Also, future designs should implement a bracket for a

handheld planer as well as the sander. This would allow the

device to use a planer for large amounts of material removal

and a sander for a better surface finish.

Our team designed and started the construction of a tool that is

capable of reducing the thickness of wood sheets to final

thicknesses in the range of 0.050in to 0.250in. This tool uses a

movable work surface to adjust the distance between the

worksurface and the sander, and uses this distance as the final

thickness of the wood sheet. This tool was not fully

constructed, but is designed to meet the requirements of the

client, Dr. Hodge Jenkins.
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Component Price

Frame & Hardware $131.38

Worksurface (Sheet Metal) $36.98

Linear Motion & Hardware $48.05

Sander $39.98

Shipping $34.67

Total $291.06

Accuracy and Precision Test

• Checked at thickness of 0.250, 0.150, and 0.050in.

• 2 in. square grid over material surface

• Accuracy and Precision calculated by measuring 

thickness of each 2in. squares and comparing 

against intended thickness
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